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Well the month of June will haveus all
pretty busy.  First there is the Zoo trip
which was Saturday, I am certain
everyone had a great time.  Next if
the cookout, which is June 30th.  The
cookout is traditionally one of our best
events and is always a lot of fun.

July is a ways off but for right now I
am planing a movie night.  Details haven’t been established as of this time but when they are I will
make the available via e-mail or by phone for those of you without a phone.  Stay tuned for future
updates.
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CC AA PP TT AA II NN SS
ANNOUNCEMENTS

First order of business... Make certain to make it
to the Annual Captain’s Cookout, to be held June
30 at 3:00pm. This typically runs all night, so it’s a
great opportunity to have some fun and get to
know your fellow crew (and other ships’, since we
typically have a lot of other ships in attendance).
This is our best-attended function each year, and
I’m expecting you all there!  Some good news for a
change... I’ve managed to recover the contents of
my old hard drive, which includes a few files I was
frantic about losing. Case in point: Subscriber mail-
ing addresses! Some of our subscribers are due
some comp subscription time, due to my having no
address information on them for almost two
months! I’ve got the data back, and I’ve purchased
a CD Burner to make backing up my hard drive a
lot easier.

An impromptu meeting was held on Wednesday,
May 23 to mourn (or celebrate) the final episode of
Star Trek: Voyager. I bring this up for one reason,
to segue into an announcement that the new Star
Trek series, Enterprise, has been confirmed for the

Fall schedule. You’ll find a lot of information
regarding the news series inside this month’s Anvil,
so read on!  If you have an e-mail address, and
you aren’t receiving e-mail from me, then make
sure I have it. Send it to me at TrekNoid@aol.com,
and I’ll add you to the Hephaestus mailing list. This
has become a very convenient way to keep every-
one in touch for last-minute items (like the Voyager
farewell party I referenced above). Members and
Subscribers alike are welcome.  Hopefully, you’ve
had a chance to see the new layout for the Anvils.
I’d like to hear from you if you love the new format,
or if you hate the new format.  Either way, I’d love
to hear from you.

Another reminder here for all of you to contribute
to the Anvil. It doesn’t have to be anything major...
do a book review... or a movie review... or write a
poem or a story... Whatever you want, please send
it in! or e-mail it to Dennis Evans at
anvil2004@home.com.

That’s about it for this month.

1st OFFICERS
REPORT



Greetings,

Starting in July, The Hephaestus will be offering
The Anvil in two formats.  One will be this hard
copy format and the other will be a pdf version
which you can view or your PC or print out.  A
pdf version offers some nice possibilities. 

* Use of color will not be an issue.  The pdf
version will be all color.

* The Anvil can be interactive, instead of typ-
ing in links into your browser you will just be
able to click on the link and it will open the
browser window.

We will make this available for Download come
next month. When it is ready I will make an
announcement on the Hephaestus mailing list.

I am going ahead and setting the deadline for
the next Anvil.  It is Saturday June 23rd.  Please
get all submissions to me by that time.  

I am currently looking for any info on the new
cast of Enterprise.  Bio, pics whatever.  If you
come across any please feel free to add them.

Dennis
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Tips for getting over spilled milk: 

Are you one of those poor souls who accentuates the negative rather
than the positive ? Take heart, because here are some ideas that will
help you return to the bright side:

1) Pat yourself on the back more frequently. 
2) Dwell on the positive rather than the negative aspects of actions. 
3) If you goof, fess up immediately, and make any necessary adjustments. Then move on. 
4) Be prepared for constant change. 
5) Know that you can’t please everyone. 
6) Let go of trying to be “perfect.”
7) Live in the present moment. 
8) Air grievances in a positive manner rather than avoiding confrontation. 
9) Try to have fun despite any obstacles. 
10) Be aware of the negatives in life, but don’t carry them on your back.

Sincerley, Sheila

MEDICAL
OFFICERS
REPORT

by  LT. Commander Sheila Benton

CCOOMMMMIINNGG  TTHHIISS  FFAALLLL  TTOO  UUPPNN
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The May
Business
meeting was
held at
Barnes and
Noble in
Hoover. First
order of busi-

ness was to select the book for June, Star Trek: Avatar by
S.D. Kelly. 
A good discussion about the various Star Trek books cur-

rently on the market was had, followed by some discourse
on the new Diablo II novels hitting the market. Teresa
Simpkin taught us a new card game, Shanghai. Actually,
‘taught’ is too strong a word... ‘Eventually remembered’
seems more appropriate. 
On May 23, a ‘farewell to Voyager’ party was held at the
home of the Mohneys.  We were pleased to have Pat
Hicks and Gloria Greening, of the Yamato, in attendance,
along with our regular crew. The episode was well-
received, even though Danny Potts attempted to turn the
night into a Mystery Science Theatre 3000 episode!

All times, dates and locations are subject to change without
notice. Please contact Captain Danny Potts or any other com-
mand officer before attending meetings if you haven’t been in
touch recently.

June 18 7:00 Social Meeting, Mohneys’

June 30 3:00 until? Captain’s Cookout, Mohneys’

July 2 7:00 Business Meeting, Barnes and Noble

July 16 7:00 Social Meeting, Mohneys’

August 6 7:00 Business Meeting, Barnes and Noble

August 20 7:00 Social Meeting, Mohneys’

Congratulations to Sheila Benton, who passed four more tests in
the Starfleet Academy College of Treknology, three of them with
100% scores!

ACHIEVEMENTS, PROMOTIONS, RENEWALS

NEW MEMBERS&

June 01     Rene Auberjonois
June 13     Malcolm McDowell
June 01     Sheila Benton
June 16     Mert Ertunga
June 26     Dean Brown
June 28     Sue Ellen Mohney

BIRTHDAY’S

There is a date on
the mailing label on
your Anvil, which
shows your
Hephaestus expira-
tion date, when you
will cease receiving
your newsletter. I will

include a renewal reminder note in your last Anvil, encour-
aging you to renew. You can, of course, renew whenever
you like! It will always extend your membership by a year.

The following is a list of those whose Starfleet
International membership expiration dates are known (I
have your Starfleet card with your expiration date on it).
Due to some problems with memberships not being
received, I’m going to take a closer hand in keeping up
with expirations, renewals and lost Communiques.

Member             Expires
Becky Akins          05/01/01
Ed deGruy         07/05/01
Mark, Pamela and Michelle Lindsay    07/14/01
Neil Yawn          08/13/01
Sandra Keel    09/07/01
Roy Green          09/10/01
Dennis Evans         09/26/01
Pete, Sue Ellen and Nick Mohney   09/13/01
Sheila Benton           10/30/01
Ashley Murray   11/26/01
Pat Simmons        12/14/01
Nancy O’Shields             01/20/02
Danny, Denby and Matthew Potts      02/12/02



TREASURY
REPORT

Previous Balance: 335.27
Income: 11.00 Merchandise Sale

7.00 Donations
Expenses: -15.00 Pizza Hut

-30.00 Memorial Plant 
New Balance: 308.27
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New Course at the
Academy!

Ladies and
Gentlemen.... here’s yet

another New Course at the Academy!!!

This comes in from Sherry Anne Newell.....

Greetings, Academy students!

For those of you who have taken and passed the first
three levels of SOCA (School of Cultural Anthropology),
there is now a fourth level (Post-Doctoral) ready for you to
enjoy.

This new course, like its predecessors in SOCA, is all
Trek, with questions drawn from all four of our beloved
series.  One page in length, the exam offers enough of a

challenge to keep you interested but is not so difficult as to
be discouraging.

Try it—you’ll like it!

One student, who has taken all my other 19 courses,
enrolled before the course was even ready!

All you need is an SFA ap, $1 tuition (check/m.o. made out
to Starfleet Academy Fund), 2 loose first class stamps, a
business-size SASE, and the adventurous spirit that char-
acterizes so many of our fine Academy students.

See you in school!

VADM Sherry Anne Newell, CO, 
USS Morning Star, NCC 4126
SFA Dean, Institute of Arts; Dir
SOLS/SOM/SOCA/SOTH/SOR
R12 Volunteer of the Year, 2000

Position open - Comm Department

Greetings Fleet!

Due to some unfortunate circumstances, Jeff Higdon has
resigned as the CQ Summaries Editor.  I’d like to thank Jeff for
all of his hard work, he’s gonna be a tough act to follow.  I am
now seeking applications for his replacement.  Any interested
applicant should have the following:

* Good writing skills
* The ability to summarize long reports into the required space
* The dedication to get it to the CQ Editor on a timely basis
* Email access is a must

If you or anyone you know is interested, please email a resume
and 3 sample summaries to:

Comm@sfi.org and kurt@ssnexus.org

I plan to have this position filled no later than the 30th of June,
2001

If you have any questions, let me know!

Mike

Michael W. Malotte
STARFLEET Chief of Communications
comm@sfi.org



Full Enterprise Presentation Report 

During the official UPN upfront presentation held today in
New York, the show’s creators extensively described the
premise behind the show and revealed its tagline: “The
Final Frontier Has A New Beginning.” A full report on how
this beginning was presented to advertisers is now available
on the official Star Trek site. 

“Executive Producers Rick Berman and Brannon Braga, longtime chieftains of the Star Trek franchise, bring the iconic
Star Trek universe to UPN for a fifth installment,” the site wrote. “Set early in the 22nd century - 150 years before
James T. Kirk helmed the famous starship - Enterprise explores the history of intergalactic upheaval that eventually
leads to the formation of the Federation.” 

The show was introduced to the world by Tom Nunan, UPN’s president of entertainment. He predicted that, as part of
the Star Trek franchise, the show would have “instant attention, recognition, anticipation [and] success,” and described
the pioneering feeling the show would have. 

“Set in the 22nd century, nearly 150 years before James T. Kirk and only 100 years from now, Enterprise introduces us
to the pioneering days of space exploration, when interstellar travel is in its infancy, and a universe — and the unknown
— portends both danger and awe,” Nunan said. “Appropriately, the crew of Enterprise exhibits a sense of wonder as
well as a little trepidation about the strange things and beings they will encounter. Being among the first to explore
deep space, they will have to prove they are ready for life among the stars.” 

The exact time period in which the show will take place is still unknown. Production designer Herman Zimmerman later
told the audience that the show would take place “a hundred years from now, and a hundred years from Kirk and
Spock.” Captain Kirk’s original five-year mission took place from 2264 to 2269, making it mathematically impossible for
either of the two time period descriptions to be true. Early versions of the Enterprise pilot script had reportedly referred
to the show taking place at most a decade before the Federation founding date of 2161. 

Nunan went on to introduce series star Scott Bakula, in some places echoing the language used in the original Series V
casting sheet. “Captain Archer is the prototype for Starfleet captains to come. He’s bold, intensely curious and eager to
venture where no man has gone before. He possesses all of the traits that any NASA astronaut today would need to
lead a crew into heavens they had only read about or studied before.” 

For the series’ premiere, Nunan expected great ratings. “Every version of the Star Trek franchise takes off the launching
pad at warp speed, with thrusters on full, blasting away the competition, living long and prospering,” he said, and added
that UPN chose the Wednesday 8:00pm timeslot in large part based on the competing lineups of other networks. “[This
timeslot] is the perfect spot to stake a claim to the young adult audience that is vastly underserved by the other net-
works.” 

Wednesdays at 8:00pm indeed seems to be a time when few other drama series will be airing. CBS has the news show
60 Minutes II planned, Fox reruns of its comedy shows, and ABC the comedies My Wife and Kids and The Dad. The WB
will continue to air Dawson’s Creek, while the only serious demographic competition should come from NBC drama Ed. 

During the presentation, a short promotional video was shown, including the logo of the show (see below) and com-
ments from the show’s creative staff. 
Director of photography Marvin Rush described the level of technology in the show. “What’s important about Enterprise
is, it’s a ship of exploration, and space travel — interplanetary space travel — is a fairly new thing in this era. Warp
drive has been around for a while, but not very long. Transporter technology is also fairly new, and while it’s proven,
not everybody in the world trusts it.” 

On the Original Series, Dr. McCoy was one of the people who still didn’t trust transporters, while the Next Generation
referred to a medical disorder called transporter psychosis. Rush also described the interior of the Enterprise, which will
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not be as advanced as those seen in the last three series. “The controls are more tactile, mechanical. The buttons —
you have to push them, I mean, they’re not all touch-screens,” he said. “Mankind is learning about other cultures, other
spacefaring societies. It’s a time of discovery, of who we really are, where we fit in, into the cosmos.” 

Production designer Herman Zimmerman confirmed the show’s pioneering feel. “The Enterprise that we’re watching now
is going to be much more hands-on for the crew” he said. “Basically we’re getting a lot of information about what’s out-
side our [region of the] galaxy from the Vulcans.” 

Series creator Rick Berman talked about what Star Trek means to people. “Star Trek has been sort of imbedded in peo-
ple’s minds. It’s been around for 35 years now. There’s nobody out there who hasn’t heard of a photon torpedo or a
Klingon or ‘Beam me up Scotty’ or warp speed. It’s part of our culture, and I think the familiarity of it is something that
is very comfortable to people. Star Trek has always represented a very positive, hopeful outlook of the future, and a lot
of science fiction doesn’t. And I think that means a great deal to a lot of people.” 

Finally, the official site posted a press release that described what Enterprise would bring to Star Trek fans. “The combi-
nation of science fiction, action/adventure and compelling stories of collective bravery and individual heroism remains
true to the spirit of one of television’s formidable brands,” it read. “[The] saga continues to explore human and alien
behavior as well as brand new worlds. As with each incarnation of the franchise, Enterprise pushes the edge of the visu-
al envelope with the kind of state of the art special effects that have made Star Trek a global phenomenon.” 

The release then went on to confirm the full list of characters as confirmed earlier today, though adding the ranks of all
the characters: 

Connor Trinneer as Chief Engineer Commander Charlie Tucker

Dominic Keating as Lt. Malcom Reed

Anthony Montgomer as Ensign Travis Mayweather

Linda Park as Ensign Hoshi Sato

John Billingsley as Phlox

Jolene Blalock as Sub-Commander T’Pol

Rick Berman Makes Brief
Comments About Benefits of
ENTERPRISE Prequel Premise

By: Steve Krutzler

While talking to the Chicago Tribune, co-
creator and executive producer Rick Berman
had the following to say with regard to
ENTERPRISE: 

“[We] produced 526 hours of television in
the 24th Century and three motion pictures,
and a fourth one coming. It was time for
something new. [...] For us, going back to a
time when deep space travel was new to
humans, it gives us a chance to truly see
humans going where no man has gone
before. 

“It gives us a chance to deal with more
contemporary characters because they’re
closer to us now. And it also will give the
fans, I think, a wonderful opportunity to see
things that they know will be coming in
future centuries in their infant stages, and
seeing them being developed and worked
out.”
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THE BIG ANNOUNCMENT: UPN Unveils
Series Premise and Comments from Those
Involved

By: Steve Krutzler 

Describing it as “TV history in the making,” United
Paramount Network President Tom Nunan introduced
Enterprise, the fifth installment of the Star Trek franchise
starring Scott Bakula, to the world at a presentation this
morning in New York. 

“You all are witness to a show that guarantees instant
attention, recognition, anticipation and most importantly,
success; Star Trek is the most popular science fiction fran-
chise in the world,” Nunan said. 

“Set in the 22nd century, nearly 150 years before James
T. Kirk and only 100 years from now, Enterprise introduces
us to the pioneering days of space exploration, when
interstellar travel is in its infancy, and a universe - and the
unknown - portends both danger and awe,” Nunan said.
“Appropriately, the crew of Enterprise exhibits a sense of
wonder as well as a little trepidation about the strange
things and beings they will encounter. Being among the
first to explore deep space, they will have to prove they
are ready for life among the stars.” 

“Leading the crew is Captain Jonathan Archer, to be
played by Scott Bakula of Quantum Leap and ‘American
Beauty’ fame,” he continued. “Captain Archer is the proto-
type for Starfleet captains to come. He’s bold, intensely
curious and eager to venture where no man has gone
before. He possesses all of the traits that any NASA astro-
naut today would need to lead a crew into heavens they
had only read about or studied before.” 

Nunan then ran a promotional video recounting the his-
tory of Star Trek and introducing Enterprise with the
tagline, “The final frontier has a new beginning.” No
footage from the new show - which started production on
Monday - was shown, but the video did include an
Enterprise title treatment (as now seen on
STARTREK.COM). Portions of interviews with executive
producer Rick Berman and other crew members were
interspersed with clips from the previous TV shows and
movies. 

“Star Trek has been sort of imbedded in people’s minds.
It’s been around for 35 years now,” Berman said in the
video. “There’s nobody out there who hasn’t heard of a
photon torpedo or a Klingon or ‘Beam me up Scotty’ or
warp speed. It’s part of our culture, and I think the famil-
iarity of it is something that is very comfortable to people.” 

“What’s important about Enterprise is, it’s a ship of
exploration, and space travel - interplanetary space travel
- is a fairly new thing in this era,” said Marvin V. Rush,
director of photography on the new show. “Warp drive has
been around for a while, but not very long. Transporter
technology is also fairly new, and while it’s proven, not
everybody in the world trusts it.” 

Regarding the interior of the new 22nd-century starship,
Rush said, “The controls are more tactile, mechanical. The
buttons - you have to push them, I mean, they’re not all
touch-screens.” He added, “Mankind is learning about
other cultures, other spacefaring societies. It’s a time of
discovery, of who we really are, where we fit in, into the
cosmos.” 

Production Designer Herman Zimmerman reiterated,
“This is a hundred years from now, and a hundred years
before Kirk and Spock. The Enterprise that we’re watching
now is going to be much more hands-on for the crew.” Of
the show’s premise, Zimmerman added, “Basically we’re
getting a lot of information about what’s outside our
[region of the] galaxy from the Vulcans.” 

Berman concluded by saying, “Star Trek has always rep-
resented a very positive, hopeful outlook of the future,
and a lot of science fiction doesn’t. And I think that means
a great deal to a lot of people.” 

During the rest of his presentation, Nunan pointed out
that each spin-off of Star Trek has launched with very
impressive ratings. “Every version of the Star Trek fran-
chise takes off the launching pad at warp speed, with
thrusters on full, blasting away the competition, living long
and prospering.” He said that UPN’s decision to run
Enterprise at 8:00 on Wednesdays was based in large part
on the competing lineups announced by the other net-
works. That time period “is the perfect spot to stake a
claim to the young adult audience that is vastly under-
served by the other networks.” 

Thanks to StarTrek.com for this wonderful report of the
day’s festivities!
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ENTERPRISE  What to expect from the new series.

Title
Enterprise (the brand name Star Trek has been dropped).

Premise
Set in the 22nd century, nearly 150 years before James T. Kirk and only 100 years from now (2101), Enterprise intro-
duces us to the pioneering days of space exploration, when interstellar travel is in its infancy, and a universe - and the
unknown - portends both danger and awe. Appropriately, the crew of Enterprise exhibits a sense of wonder as well as a
little trepidation about the strange things and beings they will encounter. Being among the first to explore deep space,
they will have to prove they are ready for life among the stars. The show explores the intergalactic upheaval that even-
tually leads to the forming of the Federation.

Cast
Scott Bakula (Quantum Leap): Stars as ‘Captain Jonathan Archer’, a physical and intensely curious captain with a bold
personality. 
Other cast members include:
Jolene Blalock (‘Sub Commander T’Pol’)
John Billingsley (‘Doctor Phlox’)
Linda Park (‘Ensign Hoshi Sato, Comm Officer’)
Anthony (A.T.) Montgomery (‘Lieutenant Travis Mayweather, Helmsman’)
Dominic Keating (‘Commander Malcolm Reed, Weapons Man’)
Connor Trinneer (‘Commander Charlie Tucker, Engineer’Lt’)

Characters

Captain Jonthan Archer: Intensely curious. Born and raised an explorer. Unlike the Starfleet captains in centuries to
come, he exhibits a sense of wonder and excitement, as well as a little trepidation about the strange
things he will encounter. He holds a grudge against the Vulcans, who he blames for impeding humani-
ty’s progress. But his science officer is Vulcan, and he’s struggling to reconsider those preconceptions.
Although he has a strong sense of duty, he’s a bit of a renegade - he’s not afraid to question orders or
even disobey them if he feels in his gut that he’s right. 

Sub Commander T’Pol: Late 20s, early 30s. Vulcan female. Austere yet sensual. She’s the Science Officer assigned to
oversee humanity’s progress on board Enterprise. Although she’s cautious and guarded around humans,
whom she considers primitive and irrational, she’s developed a grudging respect for Captain Archer. She’ll
become one of his most loyal and trusted crew members.

Commander Charlie ‘Spike’ Tucker: Chief Engineer. Early 30s. A Southerner who enjoys using his “country” persona
to disarm people. He has an offbeat, often sarcastic sense of humor. Spike was hand-picked by Captain
Archer, who is something of a mentor to him. Although Spike is a brilliant Engineer and an outstanding
officer, he has very little first-hand experience with alien cultures, and he’s often a “fish out of water” when
dealing with new civilizations. 

Doctor Phlox: Exotic alien. Medical officer. Appears to be in his 40s, but we’re not certain of his real age. Phlox speaks
with a slight alien accent and has an eccentric sense of humor that no one quite understands. He thinks
that humanity is fascinating. The Doctor has filled Sickbay with all sorts of bizarre medical instruments,
alien plants and spores, and stasis chambers with small, living creatures. He practices a brand of
“Intergalactic medicine” the likes of which we’ve never seen. This makes the most routine visit to Sickbay
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an unexpected adventure. 
Lieutenant Travis Mayweather: Helmsman. African American. Mid to late 20s. A unique product of 22nd Century

life, Mayweather was raised on cargo ships. As a result Travis is more “interstellar” than even the Captain.
He’s travelled to dozens of planets and met many different alien species. Mayweather has an ‘instinct’ for
space-travel that few humans possess. Travis’s closest friend is Spike. Similar in age and spirit these two will
spend their off-duty hours finding new ways to enjoy life in space. 

Lt. Commander Malcolm Reed: Armory Officer. British. Late 20s - early 30s. In the new age of humanity’s enlighten-
ment, Reed is a bit of a throwback. He’s a 22rd Century “soldier”, all spit and polish and by-the-book.
Reed is filled with contradictions. Despite his near-obsession with munitions, he’s soft-spoken, shy and
awkward around women. When testing a new weapon, he’s liable to put on a pair of space-age
earplugs because he doesn’t like loud noises. 

Ensign Hoshi Sato: Comm Officer. Japanese. Mid to late 20s. Striking and intelligent, Hoshi has a feisty spirit that
often tests the patience of the crew. She’s in charge of communications on Enterprise, but she also serves
as ship’s Translator. An expert in exo-linguistics, she learned to manipulate her vocal chords to emit a range
of alien sounds no human has ever produced. She has a natural affinity for picking up languages. Hoshi
doesn’t like the idea of being trapped in a “tin can” hurtling at impossible speeds. Every time the ship jumps
to warp she grips her console and closes her eyes. She’s a “white knucke” space farer. 

Creators
Rick Berman: Co-created both Star Trek: Deep Space Nine and Star Trek: Voyager after serving as co-executive produc-
er on Star Trek: The Next Generation. 
Brannon Braga: Joined the writing staff of Star Trek: The Next Generation through an internship with the Writer’s Guild
of America and after co-writing that series’ Hugo Award-winning finale, “All Good Thing...”, co-wrote Generations and
First Contact, and became a co-producer/writer and eventually co-executive producer of Star Trek: Voyager before leav-
ing that post one year before the show’s bow to focus on development of Enterprise. 

Premiere
Fall 2001. 

The Interior Sets
According to production designer Herman Zimmerman and director of photography Marvin V. Rush, the interior of the
titular space ship will be more hands-on and involve more buttons than the more futuristic panel designs in previous
Trek. According to UPN president Tom Nunan, “The controls inside the ship will look like the kind of controls we’ve seen
on videos from inside the Space Shuttle and the new space-station.” 

The Uniforms
According to UPN President Tom Nunan, “The uniforms look like the NASA uniforms that we’re more familiar with.” 

Air Time
Wednesday nights at 8:00 PM on UPN, starting in the Fall 2001 season, followed by the series ‘Special Unit 2’ at 9:00
PM. 

Production
Begins May 14, 2001 on pilot episode through June 19th. Shoot scheduled to last four weeks. Regular production to
begin July 1, 2001. 

Pilot Episode
Titled “Broken Bow” and will involve the first meeting with the Klingons (see the BUZZ section below for an unconfirmed
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plot synopsis). 

Behind The Scenes Personnel
Herman Zimmerman: Set Designer; served on ST:TNG, DS9, VOY, Star Trek VI, Generations, First Contact and
Insurrection.
John Eaves: Senior Illustrator; designing the “Enterprise”. Designed the U.S.S. Enterprise NCC 1701-E for First Contact.
Michael Westmore: Makeup Supervisor; served in same capacity on TNG, DS9, VOY, Generations, First Contact,
Insurrection.
Suzanne Westmore: Makeup Artist; served last three years on VOY.
Michael Moore: Hair Stylist; served in same capacity on TNG, DS9.
Charlotte A. Parker: Hair Stylist; served last five years on VOY.
Jerry Fleck: First Assistant Director; served in same capcity on TNG, VOY, First Contact, Insurrection.
Michael DeMerrit: Second Assistant Director; served in same capcity on VOY.
Marvin V. Rush: Director of Photography; served in same capacity on all Trek since TNG season three.
Douglas Knapp: Camera Operator; served in same capacity for a portion of VOY.
William Peets: Chief Lighting Technician; worked in TNG, DS9, VOY.
Mike Okuda: Scenic Arts Supervisor; responsible for the series’ signage and panelling, other visual aspects. Designed
the now-famous “Okudagrams” style for Starfleet panels in TNG, DS9, VOY.
Denise Okuda: Art Dept.; Scenic Artist and Video Supervisor on VOY, DS9, Star Trek VI, Generations, First Contact,
Insurrection.
Ronald B. Moore: Visual Effects Supervisor; served in same capacity on TNG, VOY, Generations.
Louise Dorton: Art Director; served as set designed since season one of VOY.
Robert Blackman: Costume Designer; designed Starfleet uniforms for all TNG movies, won two Emmys while working on
TNG.
Carol Kunz: Costume Supervisor; served in same capacity for all Trek since TNG.
James Martin: Art Dept.; Served as Illustrator on DS9, VOY.
Anthony Fredrickson: Art Dept.; Scenic Artist on DS9, Generations, First Contact, Insurrection.
Doug Drexler: Junior Illustrator; served as scenic artist on Generations, First Contact and Insurrection, co-wrote DS9
Tech Manual.
Merri D. Howard: Supervising Producer; served on TNG and VOY in same capacity.
Brad Yacobian: Unit Production Manager; served as UPM and First Assistant Director on TNG and Line Producer/UPM
on VOY.
Jim Mees: Set Decorator; served in same capacity TNG, VOY; helped win Emmy for TNG’s “Sins of the Father”
Craig Brinkley: Propmaster; served in same capcity on The Rockford Files, Magnum P.I., L.A. Law, Alien Nation, The
Flash, Weird Science, The Pretender and the more recent FreakyLinks.
Lazard (L.Z.) Ward: Set Security; served on all Trek since TNG.
Steve D’errico: Set Security; served on VOY.

Bakula Signed On For Series V 

Perhaps even more so than the leaked casting sheet, the
news that the role of Captain Jackson Archer could be
filled by Scott Bakula has had fandom tremendously excit-
ed. It looks like fandom may now truly have cause to get
excited, as according to the Canadian TV Guide, Bakula
has actually signed on for the role. 
On page 34 of the April 7 - April 13 issue of the magazine,
the ‘Update’ column by Greg David has a short blurb about
Bakula, under the ‘SIGNED’ subheading. “Scott Bakula
(Quantum Leap) will be at the helm of the upcoming Star
Trek TV series,” is all the blurb says, with no further info
or photos included, and no source credited. 
Of course, it could be that TV Guide is simply repeating
the rumours that appeared on the internet two weeks ago

- with magazine lead times, that would certainly be a pos-
sibility. However, this is the first time that it has been stat-
ed anywhere that Bakula actually signed on for the series,
as the original reports merely said Bakula was negotiating
for the role. 
Meanwhile, Project Quantum Leap has posted a bit more
news about Scott Bakula. The site recently spoke with its
contact in Hollywood, who did not confirm or deny the
rumours that Bakula was in talks for Series V. 
The site was able to confirm another upcoming project for
the actor. Bakula will star in a movie for the Showtime
cable network, with his Bakula Productions company pro-
ducing and Lee Rose directing. No information is yet avail-
able about plot or casting. 
46-year old Bakula still has a large fanbase from his role
as Doctor Sam Beckett on the ‘Quantum Leap’ time-travel
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series, a role that landed him four Emmy nominations, a
Golden Globe award and no less than four consecutive
Viewers for Quality Television Awards. He has had roles on
series such as ‘Murphy Brown’, ‘Mr. & Mrs. Smith’ and
‘Invaders’. Most recently, he appeared in films such as
‘American Beauty’ and ‘Luminarias’, which also starred
Robert Beltran (Chakotay). 

Thanks go out to John A.D. Holt and Theodore Jay Miller
for the TV Guide quote, while thanks go out again to the
Internet Movie Database for the above photo! As usual,
please do keep in mind that Paramount has not yet offi-
cially announced any casting info for the next series, and
until then, any such info from unofficial sources should be
treated as you would any rumour.

New Series ‘Enterprise’ Will Build on Basics
of ‘Star Trek’

By DAN CRAY

After 14 years of showing viewers that there’s life after
Capt. Kirk, “Star Trek” producers plan to demonstrate
there was life before him as well. 

“Enterprise,” the fifth series in the “Trek” franchise, will
be set in the 22nd century, just after the invention of the
warp drive and 100 years prior to the voyages of Kirk’s
original Starship Enterprise. 

“You’ll see the first guys who go out into space, the
Chuck Yeagers of space exploration,” says “Enterprise” co-
creator and executive producer Rick Berman. “Fans will
see all the things they recognize from ‘Star Trek,’ but in
the developmental phase.” 

The series, which debuts on UPN this fall in the same
Wednesday night spot long held by its forebears, will fea-
ture an ensemble cast led by “Quantum Leap” star Scott
Bakula. 

According to Berman and co-creator Brannon Braga,

“Enterprise” not only takes the “Trek” franchise in a fresh
direction, but helps writers evade Gene Roddenberry’s dif-
ficult character restrictions. 

“The formula must evolve,” says Braga. “Part of what’s
appealing about ‘Star Trek’ is that people are better . . .
but there have been some attempts to alter that with
‘Deep Space Nine’ and ‘Voyager,’ arguably darker shows.
Was that a mistake? Might have been. Do we want to just
go back to the ‘Next Generation’ formula? No way. We
need a show that gives us everything” 

“Enterprise,” Berman promises, will do just that. 
“The next season will bring a bending of the rules with-

out losing Roddenberry’s vision of a hopeful, uplifting
future,” Berman says. “The Roddenberry perfection of
humanity is in the process of happening but will be not
completed when the series begins. That will enable us to
do a show within the general umbrella of ‘Star Trek,’ but
eliminate some of the stumbling blocks.” 

And, producers hope, revitalize fan interest. 
“‘Deep Space Nine’ and ‘Voyager,’ while both excellent

shows, lost a little bit of that original ‘Star Trek’ spirit,”
says Braga. “It’s time to get back to the fundamentals of
‘Star Trek.’ “

‘Chunkier And Blockier’ Enterprise For
Series V

The British SFX Magazine managed to obtain new details about
the look of the principal starship in the next Star Trek series,
suggesting that space travel will be much rougher for Captain
Jackson Archer than it was for any of the other Trek captains. 

According to an article in the new edition of magazine, the new
ship will “look a lot chunkier and blockier - many of the compo-
nents held within later ship’s streamline silhouettes will be bolted
onto the hull.” 

Previously it has been rumoured that the Series V Enterprise
would lack the distinctive warp nacelles that have characterised
most Federation ships, while yesterday’s pilot script review also
suggested the ship would be “beaten around a fair bit.” 

Of course, Paramount will be working to make the series look
as least as advanced as Star Trek: Voyager, featuring Trek’s usual
high standards in production design. According to SFX, the pilot
has been budgeted at $10-$15 million, though this number, if
even correct, likely doesn’t include the costs for the permanent
Enterprise sets. Voyager’s ‘Caretaker’ pilot was reported to have
cost $23 million, including the standing sets, so the SFX number

is likely only referring to the extra budget for the pilot episode
itself. 

According to SFX, the series has already received a major,
seven-year commitment, but it seems rather unlikely that a for-
mal commitment on this has already been made. 

The magazine’s source also reported a few bits of info on the
Voyager season finale, ‘Endgame,’ saying that one scene has an
aged Janeway visiting the grave of Chakotay. As previously
reported, at least part of the finale will be set 23 years in the
future, so Chakotay could have been killed at any point during
that time - the magazine had no further information on this. 

Finally, SFX said that the finale had something to do with the
Klingons, though it was unable to elaborate further on this. The
casting sheet for the Voyager finale did indeed call for “a tall and
intimidating Klingon male in his 30s” to appear, though he was
only listed for one scene, and no further info is known about
how the way in which the Klingons are involved in the finale. 

Thanks go out to the Great Link for this information! As usual,
please do keep in mind that Paramount has not made an official
announcement yet on either the next series or the content of the
Voyager finale, and until then any such news should be treated
as you would any rumour.
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Rick Berman On TOS Continuity, Series V
Production

With Series V looking to be a prequel series, one of the
most important concerns of fans has been whether the
producers would do this without violating established Star
Trek continuity. In a new interview, Star Trek Executive
Producer Rick Berman said they will indeed try adhere to
Trek continuity, though for the rest the Original Series
influences his work on the new series “very little.”
“Having been involved with The Next Generation , Deep
Space Nine and Voyager, those series obviously have
greater influence on me,” Berman told the Star Trek
Communicator
(http://www.fanmedia.com/startrek/about.asp ) (via
TrekWeb ( http://www.trekweb.com/ )). “The original
series does have an influence on me in that it is the core
that set all of the precedents. We do try to keep those
precedents whole to some degree and try to adhere to
them. The original series is very important, but in terms of
content and style I don’t think it’s much of an influence on
any of us.”
Despite the influence the later three series have, Series V
will also look very different from those shows. “I would
like to think that this show will be different in every way-a
different look, a different personality, etc. It’s going to be
a somewhat dramatic departure, certainly from the last
three series and, hopefully, a departure that is going to be
appreciated by our fans.”
Fans will be able to see the series in September, which is
when the show is still intended to debut. Berman con-
firmed that the show will start shooting on the 8th of May,
as was also already mentioned on the Series V casting
sheet (http://www.trektoday.com/news/040301_01.shtml).
Production is proceeding under the assumption there
won’t be a strike. “A writers strike will keep us from writ-
ing but won’t keep us from producing and an actors strike

will keep us from shooting but not from writing. We have
to carry on as if neither strike is going to occur and we
certainly are planning on getting, at least, our first two-
hour episode completed before the July 1 deadline for the
actors strike.”
In order to meet this deadline, pre-production for the
series is already well underway. At the time of the inter-
view, the script for the two-hour premiere was already
locked in, set construction had started, and preliminary
casting had begun, though there had been no formal cast-
ing sessions yet. In addition, the production team was
already being established. “We have [producer] Merri
Howard back on board and we are structuring deals right
now with every department head on the project. As far as
a writing staff goes, we have made a couple of selections
already and we are busily working to put together a fresh
writing staff that will hopefully look at this as season 1
and not season 8.” At the time, the producers were about
two days away from finalising the selection of a director
for the pilot. Since then, it has been rumoured on the
internet that pilot will in fact be helmed by veteran Trek
director James Conway (story
(http://www.trektoday.com/news/190301_07.shtml). Also,
Berman said there was still a “very good possibility” that
Series V would not carry the words ‘Star Trek’ in its name.
Recent rumours suggested
(http://www.trektoday.com/news/030301_02.shtml) the
series will in fact be called ‘Enterprise’.
Finally, Berman again said Paramount’s official announce-
ment would come shortly. “Paramount will be making an
official announcement for the new series in the next sev-
eral weeks and that will contain information on the set-
ting, the time period and the general parameters of what
the series is going to be about. The reason they haven’t
announced it yet is purely a question of deals. The ques-
tion of where this series will appear has not been finalized
and, until all those business elements are settled, they
would like to hold off on the announcement.”

WAIT ‘TILL YOU SEE HER EARS

By DON KAPLAN 

May 25, 2001 — MEET Jolene Blalock, the latest space-babe to board the
Star Trek franchise on its new UPN show, “Enterprise.” 
Blalock, will play a character named Subcommander T’Pol, a sultry, pointy-
eared Vulcan who bleeds green and has been described as “austere yet sensu-
al.” Oh yeah. 
She joins a cast that includes Scott Bakula (“Quantum Leap,” “American
Beauty”) who plays Jonathan Archer, the captain of a primitive deep space
rocket ship. 

It’s a no-brainer casting move for “Enterprise” producers, who watched the ratings for “Star Trek: Voyager” sink into a
black hole - until they added space-vixen Jeri Ryan to the crew during the show’s fourth season as the sexy half-human,
Seven of Nine. 
Blalock is a relative unknown. 
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She starred in last year’s NBC miniseries, “Jason and the Argonauts” as Meda
and appears in the upcoming mini-series, “Diamond Hunters,” based on the
Wilbur Smith best selling novel starring Roy Scheider and Alyssa Milano. 
Blalock also recently appeared in an episode of CBS’ “C.S.I.: Crime Scene
Investigation” and the short-lived WB series, “D.C.” 
“Enterprise” takes place only a century from now and 100 years before the
original “Star Trek” series, when deep space travel is still a new concept. 
It explores the history of intergalactic upheaval that eventually leads to the
formation of the Federation, a democratic government made up of a collection
of planets that is eventually based on Earth - in, uh, San Fransisco. 
Besides, Blalock and Bakula, the new crew of “Enterprise” includes, Ensign
Travis Mayweather, (Anthony Montgomery); Ensign Hoshi Sato (Linda Park);
Phlox, (John Billingsley); Lt. Malcolm Reed (Dominic Keating); and Chief
Engineer Charlie Tucker (Connor Trinneer).

A NEW FILM AND SERIES ARE ON WAY,
BUT ‘STAR TREK’ MIGHT BE LOSING ALTI-
TUDE

John Druckenmiller

George Takei is bringing a little future-
time religion to town this weekend. 

Known as Hikaru Sulu from the original
“Star Trek” and six movies, he’s a faithful
disciple of late “Trek” creator Gene
Roddenberry. 

He’s also the headline guest at Vulkon-
Atlanta sci-fi convention celebrating
“Trek’s” 35th anniversary Friday through
Sunday at the Atlanta Marriott Century
Center. 

Takei hits town just as another “Trek”
show enters perpetual reruns, a fourth spinoff is readied for UPN
this fall and production continues on a 10th movie. 

And then there are the books, e-books, cartoon, games and
merchandise that have made the “Trek” franchise among the
most lucrative in, well, the universe. And, to some, perhaps the
most overexposed, too. 

How much more can be cloned from the show that fans would-
n’t let die? The recent series seem to play on a variation of a
theme used in earlier shows. We’ve had a French captain, a
black captain and a female captain. We’ve had a white Vulcan, a
black Vulcan and a female Vulcan. We had character after char-
acter struggling with his/her “humanity” (Spock, the android
Data, the holographic doctor and the human-to-Borg Seven of
Nine). 

Others wonder if “Trek” just needs a time/space time out. 
But those in charge have other visions, which is why you’ll

soon be seeing “Enterprise,” a TV series set before the adven-
tures of Kirk and Spock, and, in 2002, the 10th movie. 

Had Takei and thousands of his Internet-savvy fans had their
way, the former helmsman of the Enterprise would be sitting in
the captain’s chair of the latest TV series. Instead, former
“Quantum Leap” star Scott Bakula will be the captain of yet
another Enterprise, one flying a century before William Shatner’s
days. 

Takei’s Sulu, last seen as the captain of the Starship Excelsior,
would be a natural to capture a lot of the Roddenberry vision
some believe has been lost in space. 

“It seems the people who took over (‘Trek’) don’t have the feel
for the show as Gene Roddenberry,” says Takei, 64. “Each subse-
quent spinoff keeps going down in the ratings.” The recent
shows lack Roddenberry’s “values, his sense of adventure. ‘Deep
Space Nine’ was the polar opposite of what Gene stood for: our
creativity, our ability to work together with diversity.” Substituted
were “darker aspects.” 

Dark aspects or not, the three post-Kirk series have done OK.
TNN paid a reported $364 million for the cable rights to “Next
Generation,” “Deep Space Nine,” “Voyager” and five “Trek”
movies. 

Still, it’s as if the Enterprise was stuffed away in a museum. (It
was destroyed in the series’ third movie. There’s been an
Enterprise A, B, C, D and E since then —- and another apparent-
ly on the way, older than the “original.”) 

For Takei, being passed over for Series 5 is a case of deja vu. 
In the late ‘80s, word leaked about a new “Trek” TV show.

Some of the original cast thought they’d be returning to TV but,
says Takei, they soon found out otherwise. Particularly upset,
says Takei, was “my favorite drinking buddy,” James “Scotty”
Doohan. 

“Star Trek: The Next Generation” premiered in 1987 with the
crew headed by Patrick Stewart. “We did peek in on it,” says
Takei. “We were delighted . . . it was so deliciously bad. But by
the second season, our attitudes changed. It turned into paternal
pride. ‘Next Generation’ wouldn’t be if we hadn’t given birth to
it.” 

Even after “Next Generation’s” premiere, Takei’s crew did two
more movies, mostly retiring (as characters) in “Star Trek VI: The
Undiscovered Country.” The “Next Generation” crew took over
the film franchise. 

“Undiscovered Country” was Takei’s favorite, partly because
Sulu finally got to captain his own ship. He subtitles the movie
“Captain Sulu to the Rescue.” 

The Kirk, Scott and Chekov characters appeared in a glorified
flashback in the seventh film, “Generations,” just long enough to
kill Kirk (kind of), bring him back and kill him again (there’s an
intense Web campaign to resurrect Kirk, something that’s been
done in “Trek’s” print universe). 

Sulu made a comeback in “Voyager” in a sequence lifted and
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augmented from the sixth movie. 
Some of the other originals were sprinkled into “Next

Generation’s” TV run, starting with DeForest Kelley’s McCoy doing
a cameo as an aged admiral in the premiere; Leonard Nimoy as
an older Spock and his father as part of another story arc; and
finally Scotty beaming back to life thanks to a tricky transporter
maneuver. 

But since Sulu’s turn on “Voyager,” the originals have been
missing. That surprises Takei because episodes with the original
cast “seem to do better” in ratings. 

So why not bring some cast members back for another tour?
Economics, for one. Shatner’s and Nimoy’s salaries and compen-
sation likely would be, as Shatner said on those awful
priceline.com commercials, “big, really big.” Age is another fac-
tor: Doohan is 81 (and has a year-old child, that miracle worker);
Shatner and Nimoy are 70; and Nichelle Nichols (Uhura) and
Walter Koenig (Chekov) are in their 60s. 

To quote Shatner’s Kirk in an exchange with Bones McCoy (the
late Kelley, a Georgia native) in the series’ second movie:
“Galloping around the cosmos is a game for the young, Doctor.” 

Takei also wonders if “Trek’s” direction since Roddenberry’s
death in 1991 is the reason. 

The current “Trek” CEO, Rick Berman, has his own visions,
Takei says. “Every artist likes to have their imprint . . . their cre-
ative genius” on the finished product, he says. If that’s the case,
he urges Berman to “go off and do something original. It is Gene
Roddenberry’s creation he’s working within. Gene was always for-
ward-looking . . . the shock of the new . . . the new technology.” 

Paramount officials, repeatedly asked to comment on the future

of the franchise, declined, other than to say the new “Enterprise”
series speaks for that future. You’d think the dreaded Borg had
taken charge of “Trek’s” production side. 

As for Takei’s Sulu: He lives on in the ever-multiplying books
weaved loosely around the legacy. In one version, Sulu goes on
to be almost as legendary as Kirk and then becomes president of
Earth. Other takes have him returning to a ship after ending his
political career. In film and print, he has a daughter serving on
Enterprise-B. 

“It’s hard to say where Sulu’s growth is and where he’s gone,”
says Takei. His choice for the character? “Remaining a captain”
because “captains have the most fun. When you get higher up, it
essentially becomes a desk job. I’d like to see a few more adven-
tures of Captain Sulu.” 

That doesn’t mean Takei is waiting for an e-mail asking him to
slip into uniform. He continues to be a force at the Japanese
American National Museum in Los Angeles, crossing the country
and world on its behalf. He is also active in mass-transit issues. 

His traffic solutions include living in the city as well as telecom-
muting. Eliminate the commute, he says, and “enrich your life”
with that spare time. 

And then there are the “Trek” conventions such as Vulkon. His
message to the faithful this weekend will center mostly on “my
appreciation and gratitude” for supporting “Trek.” 

“This longevity, this phenomenon was created by the fans,” he
says, crediting their “tenacity . . . their craziness” for reviving
“Trek” after its cancellation 32 years ago. 

Maybe those fans have the warp power needed to send Sulu
and friends “galloping around the galaxy” one more time.

Extensive ‘Enterprise’ Pilot Script Review 

Ever since it became known that the next Star Trek show
would be set before the Original Series, the concept has been
the subject of heated debates among Star Trek fans. The scope
of those debates was often limited, as little information was
known about how the series would actually turn out. Now, how-
ever, we are able to present you with the first review of the
entire Enterprise pilot script. 

The review was sent in to us by one of our sources, and is
based on one of the final drafts of the script. The review is split
up in two parts - one providing plot information (including spoil-
ers) on the opening episode, and one providing a commentary
on it. Click here to jump directly to the commentary, if you would
like to avoid spoilers. 

Plot Information
A few weeks ago, I was able to read the pilot script for Star

Trek: Enterprise (although the series will probably just be called
Enterprise). The basic version of the pilot script was locked down
quite a while before the casting calls went out, so all the infor-
mation in the casting sheet matches perfectly with what I read -
there is not a single difference with the script. 

The series is set before the founding of the Federation, as pre-
viously reported. If the producers keep to the canon founding
date of 2161, the pilot will be set five to ten years prior to this.
Of course, this opens up some great possibilities for the eventual
series finale. Additionally, this removes the continuity problems
associated with Spock being the first Vulcan and Kirk’s Enterprise

being the first ship with that name in Starfleet. For in
‘Enterprise,’ Starfleet doesn’t even exist yet.

Looking at the pilot script, character development and relation-
ships seem to be at the forefront of Enterprise. One of the things
I liked most about the script is the sense of humor that is remi-
niscent of TOS. Friends and adversaries spar with each other -
remember the Spock-Bones relationship? The series certainly has
a lot more character drama than what we’ve seen on Trek in
recent years.

At the time the pilot is set, Vulcans and humans are in a bit of
a strained relationship, best likened to a parental relationship,
with the Vulcans holding back the humans for fear they are not
ready. The Vulcans, ever logical, don’t think humans are ready to
make the jump into space yet, despite the fact that they’re raring
to go. The T’Pau character is assigned to the Enterprise as a
supervisor, in order to give the Vulcans some control over the
proceedings.

The premiere starts off with the Enterprise at Spacedock,
preparing to go out into space. While this is happening, a
Klingon crash-lands on Earth, after being chased by two mem-
bers of the Suliban, a new alien race to be featured in the series.
This certainly provides a new dimension to McCoy’s comment in
‘Day of the Dove’ that Klingon first contact was a “disastrous
event.” 

The Klingon is critically injured by a human soon after the
crash. He survives only because of his secondary organs and the
life support systems - but his life hangs by a thread. Another
conflict erupts between the humans and the Vulcans, as the
humans insist on returning the Klingon to his homeworld. The
Vulcans, on the other hand, are afraid that the Klingon govern-
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ment would view this as a disgrace, getting the relation off on a
very bad foot.

However, the humans triumph in the end, and the Enterprise,
under the command of Captain Jackson Archer, makes its way to
Qo’noS, in order to return the injured Klingon. Hence, it’s possi-
ble to see how the poor relationship between the Klingons and
the Federation in Kirk’s time was begun by this small diplomatic
incident.

The Suliban, the new species featured in the series, are fresh
and original. They can change their skeletal structure, and this is
showcased in the pilot, though I’ll leave the exact details a sur-
prise. One of the Suliban, a character known as Silik, will recur
throughout the series, according the casting sheet. Overall,
they’re pretty cool!

The Enterprise itself is fascinating. Its maximum speed is warp
four, and it gets beaten around a fair bit - a far cry from the later
starships in TOS and TNG. Artificial gravity on the ship is gener-
ated by a gravity well, which is also the one place on the ship
without any gravity. If you’re looking for Okudagrams or LCARS
interfaces, you’ll be disappointed, for the Enterprise is all switch-
es and buttons!

A lot of the familiar technology we see in the later Trek series
won’t be around. However, we’ll get to see the origins of some of
those elements that we know and love so well. For instance, the
phase pistol, an early ancestor of the phaser, puts in an appear-
ance. Of course, there are no tractor beams, so the ship uses a
sort of grappling hook. You’ll be pleased to hear that transporters
do exist in this time, as do the flip-open communicators, so
familiar to fans of the original series.

There’s no universal translator, though. We do have an early
translation device that allows the humans and Vulcans to com-
municate but this doesn’t help with the injured Klingon - because
this primitive translator must be programmed with a specific lan-
guage before it can function. Enter Hoshi Sato, who, with her
exo-linguistic skills, is able to communicate with the Klingon.

Commentary
There are a few things I’d like to clear up. This show will not

look like TOS did - this is a futuristic series with state of the art
special effects, just like those we saw in DS9 and Voyager. The
series will feature more primitive technology, but that does not
mean production values will be compromised. Of course, it’ll still
be miles ahead of what we have today. 

I am convinced that Enterprise could have a crack at being the
best Star Trek series to date. It’ll be like a second Renaissance

for humanity - the chance to go out and really seek out strange
new life and civilisations, something that the more recent series
have lacked. These characters will be facing a real New Frontier.
Also, the ship will be in the Solar System quite a bit due to speed
limitations, so we’ll get a first hand glimpse at how this techno-
logical revolution affects humanity, and our reactions on meeting
all these new races.

We must be realists here - there just isn’t much to explore in
the 24th century universe anymore. With Voyager’s premise,
there wasn’t really enough time to get to know any of the races -
just look at what passed for an enemy with the Kazon. And let’s
face it - the Borg just don’t pack the punch that they used to.

I’m positive about this prequel premise because we’ll escape
from the hole that Trek’s been written into in the last 10 years -
there’s no more story material in the future. In Enterprise we’ll
be exploring a region of space we know next to nothing about -
our own backyard. The new series will be able to showcase
minor races that we’ve always seen in the Trek saga, yet whom
we know very little about. Enterprise will be history in the mak-
ing!

Gene Roddenberry’s philosophy has always centred around the
question of what it means to be human, and by returning to
Trek’s roots, that question will once again be at the forefront.
There’s no better way to explore humanity than to visit mankind
at a time when we were just beginning to stretch our limbs and
reach out into the galaxy. This fresh premise will bring the new
perspective on Trek that it needs so badly, with new story-telling
possibilities and long running arcs. 

Looking back at the pilots for the three newest Trek series,
Enterprise raises the standard considerably, even though it’s still
only in script form. There were a few continuity errors in the
draft that I saw, though they should all be corrected by now.
Even so, there’s a lot of background to Trek, so they can be for-
given for a few minor mistakes. Everything about this show is
fantastic - the setting, plot, characters are all sensational. Of
course, it remains to be seen how the script will be realised on
film - but given Trek’s usually excellent track record with produc-
tion design and directing, that shouldn’t be a problem, and the
acting can hardly be worse than on Voyager. For now, this script
gets a 9/10, with just one point off for the few timeline prob-
lems.

So what can we expect when all these pieces come together?
Watch this Fall to find out!

STARRING Patrick Stewart as Captain Jean-Luc Picard, Johnathan Frakes as Commander
William Riker, Brent Spiner as Data, LeVar Burton as Geordi LaForge, Michael Dorn as Worf,
Marina Sirtis as Counselor Deanna Troi, Gates McFadden as Doctor Crusher. 

STORY BY Rick Berman & John Logan & Brent Spiner 
SCREENPLAY BY John Logan 
THE PEOPLE INVOLVED
Star Trek X is being written by John Logan, a screenwriter who scored an Academy

Award nomination for co-writing Gladiator.  He is working under the supervision of long-
time Trek producer Rick Berman, who will again oversee this production while juggling
Voyager and Series V.  All of The Next Generation’s cast is expected to participate, with
Patrick Stewart and Brent Spiner already confirmed to appear. 

THE PLOT 
The details of the movie’s plot are still a tightly kept secret.  What is known is that the

film will involve a central villain in the tradition of Khan who will be interested in cloning.
It also features, to some extent, a Romulan presence.  The Romulans will be undergoing some kind of surprising change in the
movie. 

Offers John Logan: 
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“Picard needs an adversary or a foe that is up to his level. That’s why James Bond should always fight Blofeld; that’s his adversary,”
says Logan. “We hope this adversary will be every bit as memorable not only for who he is, but how and why he behaves as he
does.” 

“There will be lots of little things that fans will recognize,” Logan says. “I want to put in a lot of cool stuff that no one in the main
audience will understand, but fans will see and get it right away. One of the best parts about writing this is that I get to do things
with the races, the characters and the homeworlds that I’ve always wanted to do.” 

THE STRIKE 
Star Trek X has been in a holding pattern: more or less ready to enter production, the main reason for the delay in production is

the looming Actors Guild strike which threatens to halt production all across the entertainment industry.  Because both the Screen
Actors Guild and the industry are holding fast to their positions, a compromise to avert the strike seems unlikely by the May deadline.
As a result, tons of films have been rushed into production so that the studios will have a backlog of films to release in case of an
extended strike.  A few months ago, Star Trek X was considered a “‘tweener”, a film that could either be rushed into production or
saved until after the strike is resolved.  Paramount didn’t rush X into production and it will now be saved until after the SAG contract
talks are over, whenever that might be.  As a result, Star Trek X won’t hit theaters until sometime in 2002.

‘Nemesis’ - Star Trek X Title Revealed

The next Star Trek film, the fourth to feature the Next
Generation cast, is currently entitled ‘Star Trek X: Nemesis.’

Long-time source ‘Faith’ was able to obtain the first pages of
the current screenplay. She told us that the film’s opening credits
are presented in a similar vein to those in ‘Insurrection,’ amidst
footage to set up the movie rather than on a static space back-
ground. 

After the opening credits, the first location we are shown is
Alaska - the site of William Riker’s and Deanna Troi’s wedding.
Serving as best man is Jean-Luc Picard, the Captain under whose
watch the Imzadi were reunited. 

Though the film is currently known as ‘Star Trek X: Nemesis,’
this title may change as the film gets closer to release. ‘Star
Trek: First Contact’ was originally known as ‘Resurrection,’ while
‘Star Trek: Insurrection’ had the working title ‘Prime Directive.’
Interestingly, ‘Nemesis’ itself was one of the many names
rumoured at an early stage to be the title of what turned out to
be ‘Insurrection.’ 

The Roman numeral X is currently included in the film’s title,
but Paramount may of course still decide to conform to the for-
mat of the previous three TNG movies, none of which included a
numeral. On the other hand, the studio may want to cash in on
this being the tenth Star Trek film, and include the ‘X’ to make
that clear to the public. 

The screenplay was written by John Logan and is based on a
story by Logan, Rick Berman and Brent Spiner (Data). Shooting
is currently expected to begin later this year, with an intended
release sometime in the Spring or Summer of 2002. 

Thanks go out to Faith for the above info! As usual, please be
aware that Paramount has not made an official announcement
on the title or content of the next film, and until the film’s
release these may still change.

William Shatner To Star In ‘American
Psycho 2’

William Shatner (James T. Kirk) has reportedly signed on to
play the part of Professor Robert Strickland in ‘American
Psycho 2: The Girl Who Wouldn’t Die,’ the sequel to last year’s
low-budget horror hit. 

Movie rumour site Coming Attractions reported that Shatner’s
character used to be one of the best profilers of serial killers at
the FBI, before switching careers and taking on a teaching
position at York University. His last case at the FBI dealt with
Patrick Bateman, the mass-murderer who is the film’s main
character. 

Filming of Shatner’s scenes has reportedly already started at
the Glendon College Campus in Toronto, where the rest of the
film is also being shot. Many of Shatner’s scenes will presum-
ably also feature Milla Kundis, the film’s female star, whose
character attends the university at which Strickland teaches. 

The original American Psycho was released in the US in early
April of last year. Though it only grossed about $15 million
domestically, with a budget of $8 million that still ensured a
hefty profit for production company Lions Gate Entertainment.
The sequel has a budget of $10 million and is being directed
by Morgan J. Freeman. 

Based on the novel by Bret Easton Ellis, the ‘American
Psycho’ films tell the story of Patrick Bateman, a seemingly
normal young man who spends his days working at his father’s
Wall Street company and his nights killing women. Though
extremely violent, the original film was praised by critics for its
commentary on male vanity and the emptiness of society. 

The original Coming Attractions report contains more
rumours on the film’s development history. A release date has
not yet been set.




